Abstract. We develop a Morse-like theory for complex algebraic varieties. In this theory a Morse function is replaced by a C * -action. The critical points of the Morse function correspond to connected fixed point components. "Passing through the fixed points" induces some simple birational transformations called blow-ups, blow-downs and flips which are analogous to spherical modifications.
Introduction
We shall work over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic zero. We denote by K * the multiplicative group of K.
In this paper we outline our proof of the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1 (The Weak Factorization Theorem). 1. Let f : X Y be a birational map of smooth complete varieties over a field of characteristic zero, which is an isomorphism over an open set U . Then f can be factored as
where each X i is a smooth complete variety and f i is a blow-up or blow-down at a smooth center which is an isomorphism over U .
Moreover, if X \ U and Y \ U are divisors with simple normal crossings, then each D i := X i \ U is a divisor with simple normal crossings and f i is a blow-up or blow-down at a smooth center which has normal crossings with components of D i .
3. There is an index 1 ≤ r ≤ n such that for all i ≤ r the induced birational map X i f 0 X is a projective morphism and for all r ≤ i ≤ n the map X i f 0 Y is projective morphism.
locally a natural toric and combinatorial description which is crucial for their further regularization.
The two existing methods of regularizing centers of this factorization are π -desingularization of cobordisms as in [38] and local torification of the action as in [3] .
The present proof is essentially the same as in [38] . Instead of working in full generality and developing the suitable language for toroidal varieties we focus on applying the general ideas to a particular construction of a smooth cobordism. The reader can find also a more general and extended version of this proof in [39] . The π -desingularization is a desingularization of geometric quotients of a K * -action. This can be done locally and the procedure can be globalized in the functorial and even canonical way. The π-desingularization makes all the intermediate varieties (which are geometric quotients) smooth, and also the connecting blow-ups have smooth centers.
The proof of Abramovich, Karu, Matsuki and the author [3] relies on a subtle analysis of differences between locally toric and toroidal structures defined by the action of K * . The Abramovich-de Jong idea of torification is roughly speaking to construct the ideal sheaves whose blow-ups (or principalizations) introduce the structure of toroidal varieties in neighborhoods of fixed points of the action. This allows one to pass from birational maps between intermediate varieties in the neighborhood of fixed points to birational toroidal maps. The latter can be factored into a sequence of smooth blow-ups by using the same combinatorial methods as for toric varieties. Combining all the local factorizations together we get a global factorization.
For simplicity we restrict our considerations to projective varieties. We will not discuss here compatibility with divisors and functorial properties. Then one can see that W − := {x ∈ W | lim t→0 tx does not exist} and W + := {x ∈ W | lim t→∞ tx does not exist} are open and X and X can be considered as quotients of these sets by T . The critical points of the Morse function are T -fixed points. "Passing through the fixed points" of the action induces a simple birational transformation similar to spherical modification in Morse theory (see Example 2.7). 
φ is a blow-down, and for l ≥ 2, m = 1 it is a blow-up. If l = m = 1 then φ is the identity. One can show that Remark 2.8. In Morse theory we have an analogous situation. In cobordisms with one critical point we replace S l−1 by S m−1 .
Fixed points of the action.
Let X be a variety with an action of K * . Denote by X K * the set of fixed points of the action and by C(X K * ) the set of its irreducible fixed components. For any F ∈ C(X K * ) set
Example 2.9. In Example 2.7, Proof. Let (X, Y ) ⊂ X × Y be the graph of φ and Z be its canonical resolution of singularities [17] .
2
It suffices to construct the cobordism and factorization for the projective morphism Y → X. 
Proposition 2.12 ([37]).
In further considerations we shall refer to B as a compactified cobordism.
Proof. We follow here the Abramovich construction of cobordism. Let ⊂ O X be a sheaf of ideals such that Y = Bl X is obtained from X by blowing up of . Let z denote the standard coordinate on P 1 and let 0 be the ideal of the point z = 0 on P 1 . Set W := X × P 1 and denote by π 1 : W → X, π 2 : W → P 1 the standard projections. 
and the relevant V z which does not intersect Y . Then V i = U + i U i × A 1 where z := z/f i is the standard coordinate on A 1 . The action of K * on the factor U is trivial while on A 1 it is standard given by t (z ) = tz. Thus the open subset Y + = U + i = V i ⊂ W is a line bundle over Y with the standard action of K * . On the other hand the neighborhood X − := X × (P 1 \{0}) of X ⊂ W remains unchanged after the blow-up of J. We identify X with X × {∞}. We define B to be the canonical desingularization of W . Remark 2.13. The Abramovich construction can be considered as a generalization of the Fulton-Macpherson construction of the deformation to the normal cone. If we let = C be the ideal sheaf of the smooth center then the relevant blow-up is already smooth. On the other hand this is a particular case of the very first example in [37] of a cobordism which is a K * -equivariant completion of the space
Another variant of our construction is given by Hu and Keel in [21] .
Collapsibility
Definition 2.14 ( [37] ). Let X be a cobordism or any variety with a K * -action.
1. We say that F ∈ C(X K * ) is an immediate predecessor of F ∈ C(X K * ) if there exists a nonfixed point x such that lim t→0 tx ∈ F and lim t→∞ tx ∈ F .
2. We say that F precedes F and write F < F if there exists a sequence of connected fixed point set components
is an immediate predecessor of F i (see [5] ).
3. We call a cobordism (or a variety with a K * -action) collapsible (see also Morelli [27] ) if the relation < on its set of connected components of the fixed point set is an order. (Here an order is just required to be transitive.)
2.5. Existence of a strictly increasing function for P k and B. The space P k = P(A k+1 ) splits according to the weights as It follows that the fixed point components of (P k ) K * are P(A a i ). We define a strictly increasing function χ P :
We see that for
By the Sumihiro theorem ( [33] ), we embed B equivariantly into a projective space P k . Then every fixed point component F in C(B K * ) is contained in P(A a ) ∈ C((P k ) K * ) and we put χ B (F ) = χ P (P(A a )) = a i . The function χ P is strictly increasing on C((P k ) K * ) and the function χ B is strictly increasing on C(B K * ). This implies 
Decomposition of
2.8. GIT and existence of quotients for P k . The sets P a i can be interpreted in terms of Mumford's GIT theory. Any lifting of the action of
The twisting does not change the action on P(A k+1 ) and defines different linearizations. If we compose the action with a group monomorphism t → t k the weights of the new action t k (x) will be multiplied by k. The good and geometric quotients for t (x) and t k (x) are the same. Keeping this in mind it is convenient to allow linearizations with rational weights.
Definition 2.22.
A point x ∈ P k is semistable with respect to t r , written x ∈ (P k , t r ) ss , if there exists an invariant section s ∈ (O P k+1 (n) t r ), for some n ∈ N such that s(x) = 0.
Lemma 2.23 ([3])
.
Proof. x ∈ P a i iff either x a i = 0 or x a j 1 = 0 and x a j 2 = 0 for a j 1 < r = a i < a j 2 .
In both situations we find a nonzero t r -invariant section
for suitable coprime b 1 and b 2 .
x ∈ (P a i ) − iff x a j 1 = 0 and x a j 2 = 0 for a j 1 < a i ≤ a j 2 (or equivalently Proof. By taking local semiinvariant parameters at the point x ∈ F 0 one can construct an equivariant morphism φ :
Local description
and 
Proposition 2.26 ([37]). There is a factorization of the morphism
Remark 2.27. The birational maps (B a ) − /K * (B a ) + /K * are locally described by Example 2.7. Both spaces have cyclic singularities and differ by the composite of a weighted blow-up and a weighted blow-down. To achieve the factorization we need to desingularize quotients as in for instance case 1 of the example. It is hopeless to modify weights by birational modification of smooth varieties. Instead we want to view Example 2.7 from the perspective of toric varieties.
Toric varieties

Fans and toric varieties.
Let N Z k be a lattice contained in the vector space
Definition 3.1 ([11] , [31] ). By a fan in N Q we mean a finite collection of finitely generated strictly convex cones σ in N Q such that
• any face of a cone in belongs to ,
• any two cones of intersect in a common face.
If σ is a face of σ we shall write σ σ . We say that a cone σ in N Q is regular if it is generated by a part of a basis of the lattice e 1 , . . . , e k ∈ N, written σ = e 1 , . . . , e k . A cone σ is simplicial if it is generated over Q by linearly independent integral vectors
Let be a fan and τ ∈ . The star of the cone τ and the closed star of τ are defined as follows:
To a fan there is associated a toric variety X ⊃ T , i.e. a normal variety on which a torus T acts effectively with an open dense orbit (see [23] , [12] , [31] , [15] ). To each cone σ ∈ corresponds an open affine invariant subset X σ and its unique closed orbit O σ . The orbits in the closure of the orbit O σ correspond to the cones of
The fan is nonsingular (resp. simplicial) if all its cones are nonsingular (resp. simplicial). Nonsingular fans correspond to nonsingular varieties.
Denote by
the lattice of group homomorphisms to K * , i.e. characters of T . The dual lattice Hom alg.gr. (K * , T ) of 1-parameter subgroups of T can be identified with the lattice N. Then the vector space
The elements F ∈ M = N * are functionals on N and integral functionals on N Q . For any σ ⊂ N Q we denote by
the set of integral vectors of the dual cone to σ . Then the ring of regular functions
We call a vector v ∈ N primitive if it generates the sublattice Q ≥0 v ∩ N. Primitive vectors correspond to 1-parameter monomorphisms.
For any σ ⊂ N Q set
The latter set represents all invertible characters on X σ . All noninvertible characters are in σ ∨ \ σ ⊥ and vanish on O σ . The ring of regular functions on O σ ⊂ X σ can be written as
Star subdivisions and blow-ups Definition 3.3 ([23]
, [31] , [12] , [15] ). A birational toric morphism or simply a toric morphism of toric varieties X → X is a morphism identical on T ⊂ X , X .
By the support of a fan we mean the union of all its faces, | | = σ ∈ σ .
Definition 3.4 ([23]
, [31] , [12] , [15] ). A subdivision of a fan is a fan such that | | = | | and any cone σ ∈ is a union of cones δ ∈ .
Definition 3.5. Let be a fan and be a ray passing in the relative interior of τ ∈ . Then the star subdivision · of with respect to is defined to be
If is nonsingular, i.e. all its cones are nonsingular, τ = v 1 , . . . , v l and = v 1 + · · · + v l then we call the star subdivision · nonsingular. Proposition 3.6 ([23] , [12] , [31] , [15] ). Let X be a toric variety. There is a 1-1 correspondence between subdivisions of the fan and proper toric morphisms X → X . Remark 3.7. Nonsingular star subdivisions from 3.5 correspond to blow-ups of smooth varieties at closures of orbits ( [31] , [15] ). Arbitrary star subdivisions correspond to blow-ups of some ideals associated to valuations (see Lemma 5.20) .
Polyhedral cobordisms of Morelli
Preliminaries.
By N Q+ we shall denote a vector space N Q+ ≈ Q k containing a lattice N + Z k , together with a primitive vector v 0 ∈ N + and the canonical projection π :
is strictly convex (contains no line). A fan is π-strictly convex if it consists of π -strictly convex cones.
In the following all the cones in N Q+ are assumed to be π-strictly convex and simplicial. The π-strictly convex cones σ in N Q+ split into two categories.
Definition 4.2.
A cone σ ⊂ N Q+ is called independent if the restriction of π to σ is a linear isomorphism (equivalently v 0 ∈ span(σ )). A cone σ ⊂ N Q+ is called dependent if the restriction of π to σ is a lattice submersion which is not an isomorphism (equivalently v 0 ∈ span(σ )).
A dependent cone is called a circuit if all its proper faces are independent. 
Lemma 4.4. A cone σ is independent iff the geometric quotient X σ → X σ /K * exists or alternatively if X σ contains no fixed points. The cone σ is dependent if O σ is a fixed point set.
Proof. Note that the set X K * σ is closed and if it is nonempty then it contains O σ . Then a point p ∈ O σ is fixed, i.e. 
Corollary 4.5. A cone δ ∈ is a circuit if and only if O δ is the generic orbit of some
are subfans of and 
Proof. By the lemma above, if τ ∈ σ + then every face τ of τ is in σ + . 2 Lemma 4.12. Let σ be a dependent cone in N Q+ . Then B := X σ is a birational cobordism such that
•
• π(∂ − (σ )) and π(∂ + (σ )) are both decompositions of π(σ ).
• There is a factorization into a sequence of proper morphisms
. This is equivalent to existence of a functional F ∈ σ ∨ for which x F (t v 0 p) = t F (v 0 ) x F (p) has a pole at t = 0. This means exactly that x F (p) = 0 and F (v 0 ) < 0. The last condition says F |τ = 0 and F (v 0 ) < 0, which is equivalent to τ ∈ ∂ + (σ ).
Suppose that x ∈ π(σ ). Then π −1 (x) ∩ σ is a line segment or a point. Let y = sup{π −1 (x) ∩ σ }. Then y ∈ int(τ ), where τ ≺ σ and y + εv 0 / ∈ σ , which implies that τ ∈ ∂ + (σ ). Thus every point in π(σ ) belongs to a relative interior of a unique cone π(τ ) ∈ π(∂ + (σ )). Since π |τ is a linear isomorphism and
The above yields Lemma 4.13. B = X σ is an elementary cobordism with a single fixed point compo-
In particular 
)). If σ is a π -nonsingular dependent cone then the ray defines regular star subdivisions of π(∂ + (σ )) and π(∂ − (σ )).
Proof. Note that π(∂ + (σ )) \ π(∂ − (σ )) are exactly the cones containing π(σ + ). That is, π(∂
. Assume now that σ is π-nonsingular and all the coefficients r i are coprime. By Lemma 4.9 and the π-nonsingularity the set of vectors w 1 , . . . ,w i , . . . , w k where r i = 0 is a basis of the lattice π(σ ) ∩ N. Thus every vector w i , where r i = 0, can be written as an integral combination of others. Since the relation ( * * ) is unique it follows that the coefficient r i is equal to ±1. Thus is generated by the vector r i >0 w i = r i <0 w i and determines regular star subdivisions. 2
Corollary 4.16. If σ is dependent then there exists a factorization
where 
Proof. By definition ((X σ )
is a toric variety. By the universal property of the graph (dominating component of the fiber product) it corresponds to the coarsest simultaneous subdivision of both π(σ − ) and π(σ + ), that is, to the fan
The π-desingularization lemma of Morelli and centers of blow-ups. For any simplicial cone
We associate with a dependent cone σ and an integral vector v ∈ π(σ ) a vector Mid(v, σ ) := π We also set Ctr − (σ ) := r i <0 w i , Ctr + (σ ) := r i >0 w i . [27] , [28] , [4] (par(π(τ ))) where τ is independent, and Mid(Ctr ± (σ ), σ ), where σ is dependent. Remark 4.18. It follows from Lemma 4.17 that π -desingularization can be done for an open affine neighborhood of a point x of F ∈ C(B K * ) on the smooth cobordism B which is étale isomorphic with the tangent space Tan x . We need to show how to globalize this procedure in a coherent and possibly canonical way. This will replace the tangent space Tan x in the local description of flips defined by elementary cobordisms (as in Proposition 2.25) with π -nonsingular X σ .
Lemma 4.17 (Morelli
By Corollary 4.16 we get a factorization into a blow-up and a blow-down at smooth
π -desingularization of birational cobordisms
Stratification by isotropy groups on a smooth cobordism. Let B be a smooth cobordism of dimension n. Denote by x the isotropy group of a point x ∈ B.
Define the stratum s = s x through x to be an irreducible component of the set {p ∈ B | x = p }. We can find x -semiinvariant parameters in the affine open neighborhood U of x such that x acts nontrivially on u 1 , . . . , u k and trivially on u k+1 , . . . , u n .
After suitable shrinking of U the parameters define an étale x -equivariant morphism ϕ : U → Tan x = A n . By definition the stratum s is locally described by
We shall view A k = X σ as a toric variety with a torus T σ and refer to ψ as a toric chart. This assigns to a stratum s the cone σ and the relevant group σ acting on X σ . Then Luna's [24] fundamental lemma implies that the morphisms φ and ψ preserve stabilizers, the induced morphism ψ : U// x → X σ // σ is smooth and
The invariant x can be defined for X σ = A k and determine the relevant T σ -invariant stratification S σ on X σ . By shrinking U we may assume that the strata on U are inverse images of the strata on X σ . Any stratum s y on U through y after a suitable rearrangement of u 1 , . . . , u k is described in the neighborhood U ⊂ U of y by u 1 = · · · = u = 0, where y ≤ x acts nontrivially on u 1 , . . . , u and trivially on u +1 . . . , u k , u k+1 , . . . , u n . The remaining y -invariant parameters at y are u +1 − u +1 (y), . . . , u n − u n (y). Then the closure of s y is described on U by In the above situation we shall write
The lemma above immediately implies
Consider the stratification S σ on X σ . Every stratum s τ ∈ S σ , where τ ≤ σ , is a union of orbits O τ . Set 
Local projections
Every cone σ in N Q defines a cone of maximal dimension in N Q ∩ span{σ } with lattice N ∩ span{σ }. We denote it by σ . There is a noncanonical isomorphism
The vector space span {σ } ⊂ N Q corresponds to a subtorus T σ ⊂ T σ defined as
Proof. By assumption ∩ T σ is trivial. Hence acts trivially on X σ and N σ ) denote the projection corresponding to the quotient map X σ → X σ // σ .
Lemma 5.8. If τ ≤ σ then π τ (τ ) π σ (τ ).
Proof. X τ × O τ is an open subvariety in X σ and τ acts trivially on O τ . We have Proof. Definition 5.11. Let σ be a decomposition of a cone σ ∈ . A cone τ ∈ σ is independent if π σ |τ is a linear isomorphism. A cone τ is dependent if π σ |τ is not a linear isomorphism.
Semicomplexes and birational modification of cobordisms.
By glueing cones σ corresponding to strata along their faces we construct a semicomplex , that is, a partially ordered set of cones such that for σ ≤ σ there exists a face inclusion i σ σ : σ → σ . For any fan denote by Vert( ) the set of all 1-dimensional faces (rays) in . Denote by Aut(σ ) the automorphisms of σ inducing σ -equivariant automorphisms.
Definition 5.13. By a subdivision of we mean a collection = { σ | σ ∈ } of subdivisions σ of σ such that:
Remark 5.14. Condition 3 is replaced with a stronger one in the following proposition. 
Set X σ := (X σ × A dim(s) ) ∧ and let G σ denote the group of all σ -equivariant autorphisms of X σ .
The subdivision σ of σ defines a toric morphism and induces a proper birational σ -equivariant morphism
Proposition 5.18. Let = { σ | σ ∈ } be a subdivision of such that:
Then defines a K * -equivariant birational modification f : B → B such that for every toric chart ϕ σ : U → X σ there exists a σ -equivariant fiber square (2) defined by U σ → X σ to a neighborhood U τ of y ∈ s determines a diagram defined by the induced toric chart U τ → X τ and the decomposition τ of τ . In order to show that the f −1 σ (U ) glue together we need to prove that for x ∈ s and two different charts of the form ϕ 1,σ : U 1,σ → X σ and ϕ 2,σ : U 2,σ → X σ where x ∈ U 1,σ , U 2,σ the induced varieties . . , u n , and u k+1 . . . , u n define parameters on the stratum s at x. These two sets of parameters define étale morphisms ϕ 1,σ , ϕ 2,σ : U → X σ × A n−k and fiber squares
Suppose the induced -equivariant birational map f : V 1 V 2 is not an isomorphism over U .
Let V be the graph of f which is a dominating component of the fiber product
is not an isomorphism (i.e. collapses a curve to a point) over some x ∈ s ∩ U . Consider an étale σ -equivariant morphism e : X x → U . Pull-backs of the morphisms
Y 2 (which is a pull-back of V ) is not isomorphic to at least one Y i . But these two liftings are defined by two isomorphisms ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 : X x X σ . These isomorphisms differ by some automorphism g ∈ G σ , so we have ϕ 1 = g ϕ 2 . Since g lifts to the automorphism of X σ we get Y 1 Y 2 X σ , which contradicts the choice of Y i .
Thus V 1 and V 2 are isomorphic over any x ∈ s and B is well defined by glueing pieces f −1 σ (U ) together. We need to show that the action of K * on B lifts to the action of K * on B .
Note 
If v ∈ int(σ ), where σ ∈ , then val(v) is positive for all x F , where F ∈ σ ∨ \σ ⊥ . In particular we get
We construct ideals for all a ∈ N which uniquely determine val(v):
By glueing I val(v),a for all v ∈ σ and putting val(v),a|X σ = O X σ if v / ∈ σ we construct a coherent sheaf of ideals val(v),a on X .
Lemma 5.20 ([23]). The star subdivision v ·
corresponds to the normalized blow-up of val(v),a on X for a sufficiently divisible a ∈ N. 
Stable vectors. Let g : X → Y be any dominant morphism of integral schemes (that is, g(X) = Y ) and μ be a valuation of K(X). Then g induces a valuation
. Thus for every v ∈ τ and g ∈ G we have 
For any natural number n, the ideals I val(v g ),a are generated by monomials. They define the same Hilbert-Samuel function k Let R ⊂ K be a ring contained in the field. We can order valuations by writing
A cone σ defines a partial ordering: 
Assume that val(π(v)) is G σ -invariant. It defines a functional on the lattice M and its unique extension to
Stability of centers from par(π(τ )).
In the following let σ be a decomposition of σ ∈ such that X σ → X σ is G σ -equivariant, τ ∈ σ be its face and be a finite subgroup of σ . Denote by π : (σ, N σ ) → (σ , N σ ) the linear isomorphism and the lattice inclusion corresponding to the quotient X σ → X σ / = X π(σ ) .
Lemma 5.30. Assume that for any
g ∈ G σ , there exists a cone τ g ∈ σ such that g · (O τ ) = O τ g . Let v ∈ int(π(τ )) ∩ N σ be an integral vector such that val(v) is not G σ -invariant on X σ / . Then there exist integral vectors v 1 ∈ int(π(τ )) and v 2 ∈ π(τ ) such that v = v 1 + v 2 .
Moreover if there exists
Proof. 
Proof. Let v be the primitive generator of ∈ Vert( σ ) \ Vert(σ 
We may assume that v ∈ int(π(τ )) passing to its face if necessary. Let σ ∈ σ 0 be a face of σ such that v ∈ int π(σ ). In particular 
with horizontal arrows smooth. Here (X − /K * , X + /K * ) denotes the normalization of the graph of a birational map X − /K * X + /K * for a relevant cobordism X. We use functoriality of the graph (a dominated component of the fiber product X − /K * × X//K * X + /K * ). By Corollary 4.16 the morphisms φ − and φ + are blow-ups at smooth centers. Thus ψ − and ψ + are locally blow-ups at smooth centers so they are globally blow-ups at smooth centers.
